JABRA

Reinventing the Workplace
Jabra enables people to collaborate, concentrate and
work flexibly anywhere with professional solutions
EVOLVE2 RANGE

It’s not just new in every way. It’s the new standard.
We spend 20% more time collaborating than we did six years ago, but available concentration time has shrunk by 10%.1 It’s time for a
better way of doing things; enter Evolve2. We’ve re-engineered our world-leading Evolve Series2 in every single way, allowing us to bring
you significant performance enhancements across the board. These are professional headsets, but not as you know them. Welcome to the
new standard.

A new standard of noise isolation

Amazing audio across the board

A range of headsets designed to cancel 54% more of the noise
around you from the moment you put them on3, thanks to a
superior acoustic design and enhanced memory foam padding,
with incredible Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)4 for an added
concentration boost.

A range of professional headsets featuring powerful leak-tolerant
40mm speakers, along with our advanced digital chipset and the
latest AAC codec4, for a richer audio experience and incredible call
performance.

Guard your concentration zone with
an improved busylight
Our new and improved busylight is now more visible than
ever, allowing you to be seen from every angle, for even fewer
interruptions. So you can work in peace.

Raising the bar for professional calls

Comfort you can wear and wear
Designed using biometric measurements from hundreds of heads,
for the ultimate all-day comfort, and finished using durable,
premium materials. Comfort so good, you’ll barely even feel it.

Future-proof tech that gets better with age
Upgradeable platform that will add even more value to your
investment with future firmware updates through Jabra Xpress.

We took the incredible call performance of our world-leading
Evolve Series and made it even better, featuring an advanced
digital chipset with three times more computational power
and the latest signal processing technology, for 97% less
background conversation noise on your calls3.

Teams-certified means teams
are satisfied
When communication is easy, everyone is happy,
with both Microsoft Teams and their headset.
Each Evolve2 headset is Teams-certified with
a dedicated Teams button, for truly seamless
collaboration.
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Kantar/TNS Knowledge Worker Study, 2018; Gensler US Workplace Survey, 2019
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Based on Jabra calculations, compared to Evolve 80
Evolve2 85 only

THE JABRA PANACAST SERIES

Video conferencing. Reinvented.

Get ahead of the hybrid working movement with flexible
video conferencing tools for every setup.
New technology for new ways of working
70%

Flexible working

Driving productivity

Enhancing collaboration

of leaders plan
to make a portion
of their workforce
remote full-time .*

of leaders state
that productivity is
their number
1 concern.*

Video meetings are
40% more productive
compared to audio
alone.*

60%

CBRE, The Future of the Office 2020
Global Occupier Sentiment Survey

40%

Fortune Survey of Fortune
500 CEOs in 2020

*

Jim Lundy, CEO and lead analyst
at Aragon Research, 2020

*

*

Incredible video conferencing. Anywhere. Any time.
Panoramic-4K video

Flexible solutions

Incredible audio

Outstanding highdefinition video
quality with added
intelligence.

Unbelievable flexibility
and technology that
works for you, however
you work.

World-leading sound
capabilities from the
experts in professional
audio.

New Normal has
changed our World, but
core principles remains
with the fundamentals
of collaboration

Coming
soon

Jabra PanaCast 50
For meeting rooms
Coming
soon

Jabra PanaCast
For flexible use

Jabra PanaCast 20
For personal use

Tasks are 6X more complex since 1950,
teams spend 42% of thier work-week
collaborating, and 87% of employees work
in distributed teams.

If you'd like to learn more about the products
and solutions covered in today's presentation,
or any of our other Jabra products, reach out to
your Jabra representative.

